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ABSTRACT
While algorithms are well-understood in its sequential form, comparatively little would be known of how to implement parallel algorithms with main-stream parallel programming platforms and run it on SMP-based mainstream systems such as multi-core clusters. The project aims at better understanding the algorithmic techniques like divide and conquer, decrease and conquer, transform and conquer parallel algorithms on parallel platforms.

In this paper we investigate four benchmark parallel algorithms such as Quick sort, Matrix Multiplication, Montecarlo, LU Decomposition on Shared memory algorithms that run on SMP-based mainstream systems with OpenMP, Message-passing model on computer clusters with Open MPI, and combined Hybrid algorithms with combination of OpenMP and MPI that run on clustered SMPs. Parallel Benchmark programs are run on a dedicated Beowulf cluster and their performance were investigated.

INTRODUCTION
Parallel computing is a form of computation that allows many instructions to be run concurrently, in parallel in a program. This can be achieved by splitting up a program into independent parts so that each processor can execute its part of the program concurrently with the other processors. This can be done on a single computer with multiple processors or with number of individual computers connected by a network or a combination of the two. A parallel programming model is often associated with one or several parallel programming languages or libraries that recognize the Parallel algorithms model that are usually formulated in terms of a particular parallel programming model.

OpenMP (Open Multi-Processing), Message Passing Interface (MPI) and Hybrid Combination consisting of OpenMP and MPI is a parallel programming model where communication among the processes is done by message interchanging. OpenMP is an Application Programming Interface (API) [12] that provides multi-platform shared memory multi-processing in C, C++ and Fortran processor architectures and operating systems including Solaris Linux, AIX, HP-UX, Mac OS X and Windows platforms.

MPI [21] is a widely accepted standard for writing message passing programs. MPI provides the user with a programming model where processes communicate with other processes by initiating library routines to send and receive messages. The advantage of the MPI programming model is that the user has complete control over data distribution and process synchronization, permitting the
optimization, data locality, and workflow. Message Passing Interface (MPI) is the de-facto standard for programming distributed memory systems as it provides a simple communication API and simplifies the task of developing portable parallel applications.

Hybrid OpenMP+MPI programming model facilitates cooperative shared memory programming across clustered SMP nodes[6]. MPI provides communication among various SMP nodes whereas OpenMP controls the workload on each SMP node. OpenMP and MPI are used in tandem to control the overall concurrency of the application.

EXISTING SYSTEM

The OpenMP and MPI programming models can be combined into a hybrid programming paradigm to exploit parallelism ahead of a single level. The main purpose of Hybrid parallel programming paradigm[17] is to adhere process level coarse-grain parallelism, which is obtained in domain decomposition and fine grain parallelism on a loop level which is achieved by compiler directives. The Hybrid programming approach is appropriate for clusters of SMP nodes where MPI is required for parallelism across nodes and OpenMP can be used to exploit loop level parallelism within a node. Applications are designed to run on a single system. But individual systems are not capable of solving the significant problems efficiently because of their inherent complexity. Sequential programs/single threaded programs designed cannot utilize the CPU power efficiently. Hence For these computation intense applications, there is a need for requirement of clusters to compute results.

In Hybrid model where MPI programming model combines with OpenMP programming model, the memory within each node is shared by OpenMP threads, hence the total memory consumption is much fewer than using MPI ranks exclusively[6]. Scalability is also enhanced due to less MPI communication between the nodes. Also, communication among lightweight threads within a node is much quicker than MPI communication sends/receives. However, to make efficient use of hardware, mapping of threads to existing cores must be done efficiently. Also, the total number of OpenMP threads per MPI rank must be chosen and the mechanism of MPI blocking must be carefully applied since it can result to deadlock. To run applications on clusters, MPI is a de-facto standard. The limitation is that it cannot harness the capacity of a multi-core processor. Hence multi-threading the applications must be done.

PROPOSED SYSTEM

Parallel programming model is a combination of the distributed memory parallelization on the node interconnects along with shared memory parallelization inside each node. The challenges and the potentials of the dominant programming models on structured hardware hierarchy is described: MPI (message passing interface), OpenMP (with distributed shared memory extension) and Hybrid OpenMP+MPI in several flavors. There are few cases where the hybrid programming model can certainly be the finer solution because of Memory consumption or improved load balance and reduced communication needs.

Hybrid programming introduces OpenMP into MPI application that makes more proficient shared memory usage on SMP nodes, thus justifying the requirement for explicit intra-node communication. Introducing OpenMP and MPI during the coding/design of a new application can maximize efficiency, scaling and performance. At the recent time, the hybrid programming model has begun to draw more consideration, for at least two reasons.
The first reason is that it is comparatively easy to pick a library/language instantiation of the Hybrid model: OpenMP plus MPI. Though there may be other approaches, they prolong as research and development projects, whereas OpenMP compilers and MPI libraries are now firm commercial products with implementations from various vendors.

The second reason is that a scalable parallel computer encourages this model. All the fastest machines virtually consist of multi-core nodes connected by a high speed network. The scheme of using OpenMP threads is to utilize multiple cores per node (with one multithreaded process per node) using MPI to communicate among the nodes.

**SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE**

System Architecture is shown in Fig.1. The User Interface (UI) layer consists of configuration files where the user can enter the configuration details like Number of cores, threads, hosts in the server and the input to the Benchmark program.

The next layer is the Execution layer. The various Benchmark programs are read using file handling functions and are parallelized using OpenMP, MPI and Hybrid OpenMP+MPI and evaluated.

The third layer is the communication layer. A Beowulf cluster is rigged up consisting of 8 nodes which can be scaled up as per the requirement. Open MPI is used to communicate between the master and the slave nodes. For this to happen, same piece of code has to reside on all the machines. Network File System (NFS) is used to share the common folder containing the source code. Open MPI uses SSH to communicate within nodes. So open SSH has to be installed and the password authentication has to be removed on all nodes. TCP/IP protocol is used for the communication.

**EXPERIMENTAL SET UP**

Table I shows the system configuration used in setting up the Beowulf cluster. All experiments undertake in this research uses a set of 1, 2, 4 and 8 nodes respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of nodes</th>
<th>1-8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># of cores per node</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory per node</td>
<td>4GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open MPI version</td>
<td>1.4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make</td>
<td>Dell 390 Optiplex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processor</td>
<td>Intel core i5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
<td>Ubuntu 12.04LTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock Frequency:</td>
<td>2.5GHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RESULTS**

The performance of Quick sort, Matrix Multiplication, Montecarlo, LU Decomposition on the proposed architecture is as follows:

Fig. 2 to 5 presents performance of each programming model (OpenMP, MPI and Hybrid) for the Benchmark program discussed.
Fig. 2: Comparison of OpenMP, MPI and Hybrid programs for Quick sort

Fig. 3: Comparison of OpenMP, MPI and Hybrid programs for Matrix Multiplication

Fig. 4: Comparison of OpenMP, MPI and Hybrid programs for Montecarlo

Fig. 5: Comparison of OpenMP, MPI and Hybrid programs for LU Decomposition

Fig. 6 to 9 shows the average performance increase of MPI and Hybrid with respect to OpenMP programming. Clearly Hybrid outperform the MPI implementation.
Fig. 7: Time Enhancement Of hybrid and MPI with respect to OpenMP parallel programming model for Matrix Multiplication

Fig. 8: Time Enhancement of hybrid and MPI with respect to OpenMP parallel programming model for Montecarlo

Fig. 9: Time Enhancement Of hybrid and MPI with respect to OpenMP parallel programming model for LU Decomposition

Fig. 10 to 13 outlines the performance of Hybrid and MPI with respect to OpenMP for 1, 2, 4 and 8 cores. The evidence provides the hybrid model having an upperhand for all the Benchmark programs.
CONCLUSION

The three parallel versions of benchmark programs: shared memory (with OpenMP), message-passing (with MPI) and Hybrid (with MPI and OpenMP) is been introduced. While others have developed algorithms with either multi-threading or message-passing, this paper work offers efficient hybrid implementations. The use of hybrid implementation is straightforward; it has led us to a better speedup, to the readily existing high-performance instances. The overall performance of hybrid programming model results in an increase of 30%.

The work presented here is been extended to other benchmarks at larger scale and to begin developing various benchmarks specialized for the Hybrid approach. It is also observed that for certain benchmarks programs MPI proves to be better due to the fact that they are totally computation intensive application and spent lesser time on communication. One such benchmark used in the project was LU-Decomposition. To further increase the throughput of the Hybrid system better networking technologies may be used like InfiniBand, OpticFibre etc. MPI runtime parameters may be tuned for better performance by hybrid model.
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